Leica TPS 1200+ — Complete Robotic Package Only $35,995!

$25,995!

You asked, we listened! A complete robotic total station package for less than $26,000.

COMPLETE PACKAGE

$35,995 $25,995!

- Data Collector/Software
- 360° Prism
- 2 Batteries
- Tripod
- Prism Pole and Clamp

With its long range capabilities and one-person operational characteristics, the Leica TPS 1200+ total station is ideal for all types of topographic, boundary or utility surveys, offering highly accurate angle measurements and precise distance measurements. Better yet, the TPS1200+ is exceptionally flexible, giving you the opportunity to add GPS functionality anytime, anywhere.

- Pinpoint Reflectorless Measurement: Allows you to measure inaccessible targets with the smallest laser dot (2cm at 150ft) more than 3,000 feet away without reflectors with accuracy up to 2 mm.
- Automatic Target Recognition: Guaranteed measurement range of 1.8 miles, angle accuracy of 1, 3, or 5 second and base positioning accuracy of 1 mm.
- Twice as fast: Achieves angle measurements in 1 to 5 seconds, 50% faster than the competition.
- GPS compatible: Connects to the Leica GPS1200 receiver to add full GPS RTK capabilities.

Visit our California locations:

2942 Century Place
Costa Mesa, CA 92625
800-938-0606
(Formerly Surveyors Service Company)

1447 Rollins Road
Burlingame, CA 94010
640-348-7247
(Formerly Hasebach Surveying Instr.)

Local presence ■ National reach ■ Global resources
The shortest distance between two points is not a trip back to the tripod.

TRIMBLE S8 TOTAL STATION

"Back and forth." Easily two of the most hated words for any surveyor. Except perhaps, “again”.

Trimble® VISION™ technology brings new levels of productivity to the Trimble S8 Total Station by dramatically reducing trips back to the tripod. Now you can see everything the instrument sees from your controller.

Why walk back? With the longer range EDM you can stay put and use your controller to aim, acquire, and capture measurements to reflectorless surfaces — at more than twice the distance you’re used to.

The Trimble S8 also gives you live video streaming with surveyed data on the screen to confirm your task list. With photo documentation, you have visual verification for all data before leaving the site. Eliminating an even costlier form of back and forth.

Trimble VISION is the latest in a long line of innovations designed to make surveying more productive, in the field, in the office, and wherever the next opportunity takes you.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL YOUR
TRIMBLE DEALER

Allen Instrument
Anaheim, CA
714-238-3434

California Survey and Drafting
Sacramento, CA
916-344-0232
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On The Cover:
CLSA Celebrates 45th Anniversary
After much anticipation the National Museum of Surveying (NMoS) opened for business on September 24, 2010. The museum is located in the historic central district of Springfield, Illinois – the Land of Lincoln. Bob Church, NMoS Treasurer, met me at the door on a crisp November morning. Bob was the executive director of the Illinois Land Surveyors Association for 35 years and has been at the helm of the NMoS since 2008. Although not a surveyor himself he has a respectable knowledge of, and a passion for sharing, land surveying history. I had been looking forward to my visit for some time.

Guided Tour of the Museum

The NMoS occupies the bottom floor of a 10,000 square foot two-story brick building. Years ago the building was a high-end clothing store; it has since been extensively remodeled. The location is first-rate. It is only a block away from several Abraham Lincoln historic sites, and it is directly across the street from the beautifully restored Old Capitol Building, a place Lincoln frequented as a lawyer. The museum has four main rooms for exhibits and a fifth serves as a bookstore. We started our tour in the mini-theater with a showing of the NSPS/NCEES surveying recruitment video. Many visitors know little about surveying and the short film is an excellent introduction.

From there we moved on to the artifact exhibit room with its fifty-five foot long floor to ceiling mural. Colorful graphics include a collage of historical images: Egyptian rope stretchers, the presidential surveyors George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln, colonial era African American surveyor Benjamin Banneker, and the explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. Bob has compelling stories about them all: “I tell our visitors how Lincoln’s career as a land surveyor played an important role in his political career. In the years before Lincoln became a land surveyor nobody knew who he was. He ran for office as a state representative and lost. Then he worked as a surveyor and people got to know him as a fair and trustworthy person. He ran again and won.”

Stories Bring History to Life

The mural includes maps of the United States and my expert guide used them to segue into a lesson on the history of the Public Lands Survey System (PLSS). Bob described the PLSS’s impact on our nation’s development and emphasized Thomas Jefferson’s role in its implementation. He also talked about the difference between rectangular and metes and bounds surveys, and talked about their application in different parts of the country. “We tell the story of surveying throughout all the states, not just a few, because we want this to be a truly national museum.”
The exhibit room also contains display cases with artifacts under glass. Old levels, rods, transits, compasses, solar compasses, slide rules, chaining pins, and chains – the NMoS has all that and more. Bob Church and his staff have something interesting to say about everything. He gave me a short lesson on the history of the mile: “When I show visitors the Gunter’s chain I ask them if they know why a mile is 5,280 ft. They have no idea. I explain how the distance was derived from the length of the surveyor’s chain and so they learn about something they can relate to. That makes it interesting for people. These are the kinds of things we talk about to bring this old equipment to life.”

By then we were joined by Matt Parbs, newly-hired Assistant Director of the NMoS. Matt is a recent graduate of the University of Illinois, Springfield. He has a B.A. in history and education – his background and personality are a perfect fit for the museum. Matt agrees that engaging, interpretive stories are key to having happy customers: “My favorite compliment is when a visitor thanks us for the intimate, one-on-one tour. They think they’re the only one we do that with, but we do that with everybody.”

**Science on a Sphere**

After a healthy dose of surveying history we switched gears and looked to the future. Next on the tour was the main theater. This room seats forty-five and holds the crown jewel of the NMoS - Science on a Sphere (SOS). SOS is an educational tool developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). It consists of a six-foot diameter sphere that hangs in the center of the room and functions as a high-tech movie screen. Four projectors, one in each corner of the room, work together to cover the surface of the sphere with a seamless image of planet earth. In fact the system can project an image of any planet, or anything else for that matter. Powerful computers run the show behind the scenes. NOAA has some 250 data sets of educational programs, based on satellite imagery, that teach science through the use of spatial data. Matt turned on the projectors and played Blue Planet, an animated lesson on the distribution of fresh water, weather patterns, and precipitation across the planet. After that we watched a program on earthquakes that showed tsunami waves move through the oceans after a seismic event. Watching the sphere was a powerful experience for me. I have never seen anything quite like it. It was like looking at the earth from space, only with brighter colors and interpretive notes. The potential for teaching science-related topics seems huge. As of this writing there are approximately sixty SOS installations around the world (five are in California). You can learn more by visiting NOAA’s SOS website at: [http://sos.noaa.gov](http://sos.noaa.gov).

**Student Interns at the NMoS**

During my visit I got to meet two of the museum’s dedicated and energetic volunteers. One of them is Cathy Talano, Ph.D. Cathy is a science professor at Robert Morris University, Illinois (RMU), a private university that emphasizes hands on experience through internships. She explained: “At RMU we use experiential learning both inside and outside the classroom. Right now we are selecting students who have displayed an interest in completing internships at the museum. We are just beginning, but as this evolves we anticipate interns will come from a variety of backgrounds. Business students will help us with marketing plans. CADD (computer assisted drafting and design) students can help with space planning, seasonal displays for the sphere, and overseeing educational activities. Interns with computer skills can do website maintenance and create a database for logging artifacts. Graphic artists can design promotional materials and a museum logo. Paralegals can bring our by-laws up to date, and student medical assistants can help us create an emergency plan. We hope to start with three to six RMU students here next quarter.” Matt takes it from there: “What this first batch of students is going to do is build the infrastructure of our internship program. They will lay the groundwork so future interns can integrate smoothly into a continuously operating program.”

**Promotional Events**

Jenni Dahl volunteers as the museum’s Educational Coordinator. Her day job is Technology, Math and Science Coordinator for the Sangamon County Regional Office of Education. In early November she and Bob invited a group from the Illinois Science Teachers Association (ISTA) to tour the museum. The science teachers were so impressed that the Executive Director of the ISTA sent a letter to the NMoS saying “every student field trip to Springfield should include the National Museum of Surveying, especially with its proximity to the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Museum.” The teachers were especially impressed with Science on a Sphere and its potential for geography, environmental science, and earth science education. Matt followed up by emailing every school principal in the State of Illinois promoting the NMoS as a prime destination for school field trips. “We all think of this as an educational institution,” says Cathy. Matt agrees: “We’re all teachers.”

Other promotional efforts include partnering with Downtown Springfield, Inc., an organization that promotes Springfield’s historic central district. Jenni gives this example: “We hosted a Halloween party for children up to age thirteen and their parents. Downtown Springfield, Inc. sponsored a costume contest at the farmers market, so we had them hand out flyers advertising free candy at the museum for kids dressed up in costume. That day we had a steady stream of kids come in with their parents, about seventy-five people in all, and some of the kids we couldn’t get to leave. They were so fascinated with the Halloween program on the sphere, we just went through it over and over again.”

Continued on next page
How You Can Help

Before I left I asked Bob how the national surveying community could contribute to the success of the museum. He said this:

“In order to make the NMoS a truly national museum we need the support of all of the land surveying state associations throughout the country. We encourage each state to work with us by sending us information, equipment, maps and especially the stories on how land surveying and land surveyors affected its particular state. We also hope each state association will consider making a pledge of $2,500, payable by March 1, 2011, to support the NMoS. However, we understand that due to the weak economy surveyors are experiencing difficult times. In order to help the state associations fund their pledge, the NMoS is offering a number of items, hardbound books and prints, for use as a funding source. These can be used as auction or raffle items to offset the cost of the pledge.” Details are available on the NMoS website.

The California Land Surveyors Association certainly did its part. Our generous and forward-thinking membership donated $25,000 to the museum. But smaller donations help too. Individual memberships are available from $30 per year for students, to $50 per year for individuals, and $75 per year for families. If you’d like to donate more there are higher membership grades for that. Again, details are on the website.

In the Land of Lincoln

The best way to enjoy the museum is to make a trip to Springfield, Illinois and see it for yourself. If you go you will see much more than the NMoS because Springfield is in the heart of the Land of Lincoln. This is where Abraham Lincoln lived prior to his election as our sixteenth President in 1860. While in the area he worked as the Deputy County Surveyor of Sangamon County, practiced law, served in the state legislature, and was elected to the U.S. Congress. Lincoln-related sites are everywhere in Springfield. The historic central district, where the NMoS is located, has a particularly high concentration of them. There are four major sites within a block of the museum: the Presidential Library, the Presidential Museum, the Lincoln-Herndon Law Office, and (right across the street) the Old State Capitol.

Contact Information for the National Museum of Surveying

The NMoS is open Tuesday through Saturday from 10:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m., with extended hours for group tours.

National Museum of Surveying
521 East Washington Street
P.O. Box 522
Springfield, IL 62701

You can email NMoS Treasurer Bob Church at: bchurch245@aol.com, and Assistant Director Matt Parbs at: matt.parbs@nationalsurveying-museum.org.

If a trip to Illinois is not practical you can still explore the museum and follow its events using the Internet:

- NMoS on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/NationalSurveyingMuseum
- NMoS on Twitter: http://twitter.com/SurveyingMuseum

Correction Notices for Issue #163

The picture of the statues in Founders Park from Postcards was taken by Rusty Macy of the City of San Diego.

The author of the article Santiago Canyon College Student Profile: Melissa Gruner is Laurie Weidner, Executive Director, Public Affairs/Gov Relations, Rancho Santiago Community College District.
Letters to the Editor

Surveyors Respond to Proposed Degree Requirement

I am writing in response to Carl C de Baca’s article advocating mandatory four-year degrees for surveyors. Although I respect Mr. C de Baca’s opinion and the fact that he changed his original position on the subject, this article has presented a thin argument, one that drifted off the topic of land surveying and into the realm of politics. Mr. C de Baca may be understandably frustrated with the current state of the economy but he has failed to establish a link between the future of our profession, the “devastated, defoliated, destroyed” landscape brought on by today’s tough times, and the mandatory four-year degree. Whatever views he may have of the current administration, cap and trade, and the EPA (and their “new asserted dominion over carbon dioxide emissions as a primary tool of social re-engineering” – WHAT??), they have no relevance in this article or in this publication. Over the years we’ve debated this topic from all angles, or so I’d thought – this anti-administration editorial is certainly fresh, albeit irrelevant. Perhaps, as stated, “when the skies clear and new vegetation takes root” there will indeed be less work for professional land surveyors, but how does this convince me that only four-year degree holders should be the ones rewarded with jobs?

As a non-four-year degree holder (I have a two-year degree earned after several years of night school) and 30-year practitioner of our great profession, I am NOT a dinosaur, I have NOT failed to keep up with technology, NOR am I obsolete. Nor will I go away any time soon. With all due respect for the college educated among us (I’ve worked with - and schooled - some excellent Fresno alumni), I fail to see how a pedigree makes them better surveyors than field-seasoned veterans of the boundary wars. If all of our new surveyors were enthusiastic 18-year-olds coming in droves from across the state to dive into the land surveying curriculum at CSUF, this degree requirement may have merit, but most everyone I know has fallen into the profession by some odd twist of fate. It’s impractical at best to expect these adult surveyors to drop out of the working world and put their families up at mom and dad’s house for four years while they move to Fresno and try to scratch up $60K for four years of school. It seems that NSPS is only interested in the frosting and not the cake underneath; expect therefore the ranks of licensed professionals to fall steadily as the veterans die off, leaving a sprinkling of PLS elites scattered across the state. And you think we have a problem now with rubber stampers?

John Knox, PLS

I take issue with the NSPS Board of Directors voting to support a mandatory bachelor’s degree in surveying to become licensed. I am a California licensed Land Surveyor with thirty-six years of surveying experience and six more years experience in related fields. I did not become licensed until I was 60 years young. You can’t learn to identify old, beat up and sometimes supposed lost corners in a classroom. Field work and experience in all aspects of surveying is extremely valuable to the successful surveyor. Not everyone who would become a surveyor has the necessary background to qualify for a 4-year degree, and others might be unable to afford the cost of a 4-year degree. This could thereby prevent some of the best workers from becoming licensed. Many talented surveyors I worked for and with over the years did not have a 4-year college degree of any kind.

Rensselaer J. Smith, III, LS 6989

The 50th Annual Geomatics Conference January 27 & 28. The largest student run geomatics conference in the nation. This year’s conference is going to be one of the greatest yet, with free admission, and a rare 1 oz gold coin raffle!

Top speakers, leading business exhibits, food, prizes, and most of all, a great time for everybody involved.

The theme for this year’s conference is “The Golden Reunion”. If you are a graduate, this is one conference you won’t want to miss.

All Alumni should encourage any former classmates to attend.

Don’t miss the alumni speaking panel with current and past educators, students, and contributors.

- ADMISSION IS FREE! ($50 suggested donation)
- Speakers include: Michael Pallamary, Stan Dickey, Landon Blake, Bob Grimm, Jay Seymour, John Hales and more...
- Alumni Panel includes: Lynn Bockmiller, Keith Nofield, Khao Saetern
- contact the speaker chair through our website if you are an interested alumni.

The conference will be held at The Clovis Memorial District
808 4th Street
Clovis, CA 93612

For more info visit our website: http://www.csufresno.edu/geomatics/conference

January 27 & 28
Save the Date!!!
Hello, my name is William R. Hofferber Jr. and I am extremely honored to be serving as President of the California Land Surveyors Association. I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself to the membership and tell the story of my path to becoming a Land Surveyor.

My survey career began (about) 37 years ago. After finishing high school, the grocery market I was working for was closing their doors and I found myself looking for work. A friend told me he was working for Riverside County Flood Control on a maintenance crew, so I ask how he had landed that job. His reply was, “it’s simple” go down to the HR building, look on the posted job listings, see what you qualify for, and fill out an interest card. I went the following Monday and found a position titled “Engineering Aide.” Strong math background, outside work, team player that may work on field survey crew - sounded like something I would be interested in, so I completed an interest card. About two weeks later I was interviewed, and that same day was offered the position of Engineering Aide from the Chief of Surveying and Mapping, Mr. William H. Young. Thus, I began my career in land surveying quite by accident, which I think is more common than not in this wonderful profession. Over the next five years I progressed to learn the basics of surveying mostly through on-the-job-training, but I also attended courses at the community college. I then found myself working not only at the District, but also on weekends for a few different private Land Surveyors in southern California. I resigned from Flood Control in October 1978 to set the world on fire in private practice. Things went well for the first 3 or 4 years and I was working as a survey party chief. Then, in late 1982 the economy went flat (sound familiar?), and I was out of work for a month. I then landed a grade checking job for a construction company on a project at the Marine Corps base in Twenty Nine Palms, California. I was working on the project and living in a single wide 45-foot mobile home just off base when I received a call from my former boss at Flood Control. He wanted to know if I was interested in coming back to work at the District in the same position I had vacated in 1978. I figured it was the best thing for me to do and thus I found my way back to Riverside County Flood Control after nearly a 5 year hiatus.

I came to the realization that being a professional Land Surveyor was ‘what I wanted to be when I grew up’ and I began to pursue licensure. I became a licensed Land Surveyor in California in 1997. My current position at Riverside County Flood Control is Chief of Surveying and Mapping where I manage a division of about 40 employees in three different sections - Photogrammetry, Right-of-Way Engineering & Acquisition, and Surveying. We have seven licensed Land Surveyors in these sections with one also being a certified photogrammetrist. There are approximately 27 technicians, 3 compilers, and 2 real property agents that make up the remainder of this division. Flood Control is mostly a design engineering and surveying firm with about 80 employees in operations and maintenance. From a design concept, the District takes care of master drainage plan concept of projects, design scale mapping, construction design plans, property acquisition, contract awards, construction survey and inspection, and finally facility maintenance.

Shortly after becoming licensed, I decided it was time to give back to the profession. I began working on exam development in 1998 and have continued to participate annually. In 2008 I began teaching land surveying courses at Riverside Community College, Norco campus. I have been teaching two different courses, Engineering 1A and 1B, surveying fundamentals and I hope to expand the program when the economy and budget are more favorable. While teaching is quite challenging, it is also extremely rewarding.

I became involved with CLSA at the local level by serving as Treasurer for the Riverside/San Bernardino Chapter and continued my way up the ladder becoming Chapter President in 2005. I joined the CLSA Board of Directors and the CLSA Education Foundation in 2004. Then, one evening, I received a call from Robert Reese asking if I would be interested in holding the position of BPELS liaison for CLSA. I was honored by the offer, and after checking with my supervisor at work (and the boss at home), I accepted the position. I held the BPELS Liaison position from 2006 to 2009. Next, I received yet another call from Robert Reese, this time it was to inform me that I was the Nomination Committee choice for 2008 Treasurer of CLSA. I was somewhat overwhelmed at this offer, but after consideration, I contacted Robert and accepted. The past 3 years serving as a CLSA Officer has been a fantastic and rewarding experience. I would like to thank all those who have mentored me along my journey and I will be happy to be able to repay others with but a fraction of what I have received. This past year, as President-Elect, I visited with 20 of the 22 chapters and also had the pleasure of visiting with 2 student chapters. I received many comments, suggestion and ideas in my travels.

The knowledge, experience, and dedication of the CLSA Board of Directors to serve the membership are, I believe, unsurpassed. I am ready to roll up my sleeves and get to work with the other Officers, Committees, and Liaisons in an effort to serve the needs of CLSA, its members, and the land surveying profession.
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The California Land Surveyors Association, founded in the winter of 1966, will be celebrating its 45th Anniversary, (1966-2011) this year! Much growth, change and maturing have taken place since those early days of 1966. Let’s turn back the wheel of history and find out (1) how CLSA became organized, (2) about the beginning problems, objectives, and purposes; and (3) what CLSA is like today.

The Organization of CLSA

The roots of the present California Land Surveyors Association stem from two separate organizations: (1) an in-county group called “Sonoma, Lake and Mendocino Counties, Engineers, and Land Surveyors,” and (2) the “California Association of Licensed Surveyors” in Sacramento. The Sonoma, Lake, and Mendocino organization was really the group responsible for forming the state-wide association. It had existed for many years. Dick Hogan, later to become CLSA’s first president, had belonged to the tri-county group for nearly eight years. He described it as “a pleasant, rather loosely organized bunch who, about every few months, would get together for a cocktail, dinner and a program, usually at the Old Occidental Hotel in Santa Rosa.” Their main topics of discussion were “tough surveys, developers, and unpaid accounts.”

The group had basically become inactive in 1965. Bob Curtis, also a past president of CLSA, and one of the men responsible for its founding, recalls, how “Dick Stephan and I used to sit in an office in Healdsburg and look out of the window when it was raining, and there was nothing else to do, and try to figure out why the [surveying] profession had gotten into the mess that it had.”

They decided something had to be done about it, and were able to contact and arrange a meeting of the old tri-county group to see if they could arouse some interest in forming a state-wide organization; they found, that there was enough interest, and the California Licensed Land Surveyors Association was formed, the CLLSA, later shortened to CLSA. Dick Hogan was elected as provisional president and a nine member steering committee was formed to draw up a constitution and bylaws. The committee met on February 18, 1966 in Sebastopol. Bob Curtis had written to other state associations asking them for information on how they had become organized. Eight of them responded: Bob shared their replies and displayed the Illinois State Association organizational materials from which the following recommendations were proposed: forming a Board of Directors and chairman of the Board; a provisional state headquarters chapter; various standing committees; establishment of initiation fees and dues; and meetings at two month intervals.

Proposed were also three classes of membership which still exist today but with different titles:

(a) Active (now, corporate) members – licensed Land Surveyors, these members have the right to vote and hold office;
(b) Associate (now, affiliate) members - persons associated in affiliated fields such as title companies, civil engineers, etc.; and
(c) Junior (now, associate) members – persons working for a licensed Land Surveyor.

President Dick Hogan then sent a letter to Mr. Gene Foster of Sacramento inviting him and his group of Surveyors, the California Association of Licensed Land Surveyors, to meet with the newly formed CLSA to discuss the possibility of merging. They met at Jonesy’s Steak House at the Napa airport on June 3, 1966.

The Sacramento group was basically a state group set up by Gene Foster and Fred Darby and a number of other people who were government employees. They had united for the same reasons: to gain status for the profession but they were also rather loosely formed, without a constitution or bylaws. It was suggested that since their goals and objectives were basically the same as that of the newly formed CLSA, and since they did not have any formal constitution yet, that they simply join CLSA and adopt their name. That is exactly what they did: so overnight the membership double from 15 to 32 members, and has been climbing ever since. Today there are some 2300 members in the CLSA.

The next problem was getting southern Californians involved. They, at first, ignored the new organization in northern California, probably thinking it was so small and would never really get off

Continued on next page
Problems and Concerns

- The practiced of land surveying by unlicensed individuals. One of the main problems CLSA had from the beginning was related to surveying done by unlicensed individuals. The licensed Land Surveyor felt those persons who practice land surveying should be educated, experienced, tested and licensed to practice land surveying.

Chuck Wooldridge, a former president of CLSA – a licensed Land Surveyor, who had also acquired a degree in civil engineering, noted that in some ways this issue served a useful purpose: it made Surveyors united and working together, “this question provided a terrific battle ground for the many divergent solutions while appealing to all Surveyors to the extent of gaining great momentum and serving as the unifying force to bring Surveyors together under one umbrella.”

Other problems, as related by Bob Curtis, were:

- Upgrading the profession. There was a lot of poor work being done and a lot of “moonlighting that was sub-professional.”

- Lack of education. Very few universities offered any kind of land surveying curriculum: only a few two-year programs were offered. According to Bob Curtis, “the four-year curriculum is the basis for Land Surveyors entering the profession as professionals.” He strongly advocates working for more four-year programs.

- Legislation. The problem was how to get the members well enough informed, united, and strong enough to combat harmful legislation such as legislation proposed by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), Surveying and Mapping Division, which had as its objective, to have all registration Boards require that “those who wish to engage in the practice of land surveying and related engineering work, should first be required to qualify for a professional engineers license, and the right to practice land surveying should be a moral right based on professional competence and the engineer’s code of ethics” rather than a legal right based on separate registration for land surveying.

- And, of course, as with every beginning organization, there was a problem of finances. There really was not much money to help with anyone’s expenses. As Bob Curtis expressed, “Everything was volunteered time and volunteered money, and I spent a fortune in gas.” This was true of so many of the past presidents, as well as other officers, and is still true today. There is much personal sacrifice, generosity, and going “the extra mile” service that has helped build CLSA to the great organization it is today.

Objectives and Purposes

In an April, 1967 letter to the members, by Bob Curtis, he states what he considers the primary purposes and objectives of CLSA: (A) to get the active participation of all California Land Surveyors involved in CLSA – to gain strength and unity in their Association; (B) to be able to advance their career through supporting proper legislation, to be aware of harmful legislation, and be strong enough to combat it; (C) to demand Land Surveyors’ right to better educational facilities and the resources to use them; and (D) to be regarded and respected as a profession by realizing that “high standards require high performance.”

On a message prepared for this article, Bob Curtis stated what he feels should be the primary objectives of CLSA: (1) to be the voice of all Land Surveyors in California and their main source of information; and (2) to preserve the land surveying profession. He concluded with an impressive statement of what the alternative could be by not getting involved. “We could, through blissful ignorance - like the Kiki bird – become extinct.”

CLSA Today

Fortunately, the CLSA members chose not to become extinct and today the CLSA has grown from its original 32 members to over 2,300. There are still some of the same concerns such as; (1) The issue of continuing education for relicensure – mandatory, compulsory, or none at all; and (2) The exorbitant record of survey checking fees.

But, many of CLSAs purposes have been achieved, for example:

- (1) The membership has steadily grown and there is greater unity and strength in the Association; (2) CLSA maintains a professional lobbyist, representing surveyors before the California legislature and keeping them abreast of any legislation affecting land surveying; (3) CLSA’s award-winning publication, the California Surveyor, is sent to all California Land Surveyors, regardless of their membership. This policy has helped CLSA achieve its objective of being the voice of the California Land Surveyor; and (4) CLSA has helped to bring higher standards and greater recognition of the land surveying profession.

In summary, the future looks promising for CLSA as we consider what has been accomplished over the past forty-five years. We salute the hardworking leaders who were instrumental in its founding and guiding it over the years, as well as those presently at the helm of the organization. You have come a long way – CLSA.

Our apologies for any inaccuracies in this history. To quote from Chuck Woolridge, “the good old days are primarily based on poor memory and a good imagination.”
California Land Surveyors Association was founded in 1966 to advance the interests of the land surveying profession, to maintain the highest possible standards of professional ethics and practice, to encourage uniformity of practices and procedures, and to foster public faith in and understanding of Land Surveyors and their work. Throughout the years, CLSA Presidents have dedicated countless hours to achieve these objectives. We asked them to share their memories.

What was your most rewarding accomplishment?

I think the most rewarding part of being CLSA President was visiting other chapters and meeting surveyors from different parts of the state. – Kurtis Hoehn

Helping to establish the professional development program – Steve Shambeck

Making it through 2005 & 2006. No, seriously, there seemed to be lots going on in 2006: 40th Anniversary; Path/Mark project and debut of CLSA DVD; Knerr v Mauldin AC Brief regarding land surveying principles; the death knell of NAFTA MRD; resignation of a President-Elect (was it my after-shave?). Of these, I would say my most rewarding accomplishment was getting the NSPS President and the ACSM Executive Director to acknowledge CLSA’s pioneer effort for recruitment. – Robert Reese

Change in state law regarding the practice of land surveying by Land Surveyors only. – Robert Curtis

Working on the development of the “Operation Spotlight” video. – Armand Marois

Completing Steve Shambeck’s efforts to get the Voluntary Professional Development program up and running. Being part of and watching the Education Foundation flourish. Visiting all but four of the chapters and being able to listen and talk to so many interested Land Surveyors across the state. – Kurtis Hoehn

Negotiating with then Cal- Council, now ACEC of California, on implementing SB 2, where Civil Engineers could no longer practice land surveying without an L. S. License. This effort led to Sections 8726.1 & .2 of the L. S. Act and a similar measure for the Civil Engineers to offer land surveying. – James Herrick

My most rewarding accomplishment is publishing a Presidents message in every California Surveyor. I felt it was very important, as the leader of CLSA, to find every reasonable way to connect with those involved in our profession. – Patrick Tami

What is your fondest memory?

Working with a remarkable group of executive committee and board member volunteers. – Steve Shambeck

While NON-President - Probably the no-host ExCom go-kart races at Malibu Grand Prix in Redwood City after all-day ExCom meetings. While President - The 2006 40th Anniversary Convention at the Silver Legacy Casino, in Reno, Nevada, including the debut of CLSA's Path/Mark DVD and also the presentation at the award luncheon, along-side all Past-Presidents in attendance, of CLSA's recognition of the valuable work by CLSA's Executive Director, Ms. Dorothy Calegari, and her group. – Robert Reese

The people I have met. – Robert Curtis

I truly enjoyed my meetings at the Central Office. – Armand Marois

Working with Dorothy and the very helpful Central Office people. – Kenny Fargen

One would be having the privilege of awarding Dorothy Calegari Honorary Membership to CLSA. Another would be having the privilege of awarding special Presidential Citations to Hal Davis and Paul Lamoreaux for their many, many years of participation and support of CLSA. – James Herrick

To work with others of the CLSA Board in protecting, preserving and advancing the practice of land surveying in California. – James Dorsey

As the President of CLSA I was fortunate to attend the 150th anniversary event commemorating the setting of the initial point on Mount Diablo. I lived at the base of Mount Diablo most of my life and had climbed it top to bottom more times than I can count. – Patrick Tami

Continued on next page
What do you feel was your greatest achievement as President?

Being able to get people together and talk about the Record of Survey process. Wasn’t necessarily solved, but it definitely let people into the different processes and practices across the state. It did me, that is for sure. – Kurtis Hoehn

My greatest achievement, I think, was participating in drafting a significant AC Brief to the California Court of Appeals, which dealt with boundary control and principles, and working with a focused and committed Executive Committee to prepare the brief. Unfortunately, the Appellate Court missed the point completely. – Robert Reese

The building of the Chapters. – Robert Curtis

I don’t know if I had a specific goal that was obtained; a lot of ideas that were started when I was president that have become reality after I left. – Armand Marois

Working with the Governor’s Office to fill the LS position on the Board of Registration. – Kenny Fargen

Passage of SB2. – Paul Lamoreaux

What does CLSA mean to you?

It means the ability for California Surveyors to find out what surveyors from other areas of California (and even out of state) think about the surveying process. – Kurtis Hoehn

CLSA means I’m not alone in the professional world. It means having a group of people with whom I can build professional and personal relationships. It means having a professional organization watching my political and legislative back. It also means many years of enjoyable service to an appreciative group. – Robert Reese

The last 45 years of my professional life had purpose. – Robert Curtis

A great organization of professionals working together to improve and enhance the future of all surveyors (young and seasoned). – Armand Marois

A professionally run organization for professionals. – Kenny Fargen

CLSA is a professional organization that is dedicated to the support and advancement of the land surveying profession. It is, hands down, the best run, most successful, most energetic, best organized and most dedicated organization that I have ever had the privilege of being involved in. It means that there is always a place to go to get information and support for the profession. – James Herrick

The voice of the California Land Surveyor. To represent our profession in all matters affecting the practice and practitioners. – James Dorsey

CLSA is the way we can more effectively have a voice in the shaping of public policy, protect against unethical competition, and the influences which undermine public trust in our integrity and competence. – Patrick Tami

What do you see as CLSA’s greatest strength?

Its membership, and the ability for its members to more easily gain information from each other. – Kurtis Hoehn

I am amazed how CLSA’s diverse membership continues to work together to achieve our common goals. – Steve Shambeck

Unity of purpose. – Robert Curtis

Numbers, integrity, commitment, diversity. Numbers: CLSA has one of the three largest land surveying association memberships in the US. These numbers provide strength when dealing with national or international issues. Integrity: All of the people with whom I worked, whether or not we agreed, had great integrity. Commitment: The individuals who VOLUNTEER their time and expense to contribute to CLSA have a level of commitment rarely seen. Diversity: CLSA is comprised of surveyors from the outback and from some of the busiest urban areas in the US, from public and private organizations, from large corporations and one-person enterprise, who are young and old, both men and women. They possess a wide array of skills and knowledge that make up the land surveying profession. These all contribute to CLSA’s hybrid vigor. – Robert Reese

Its members. – Armand Marois

Strength in numbers. When you can represent the numbers of member we do, people take notice. – Kenny Fargen

The dedication of its members. The accomplishments of CLSA are a reflection of the “can do” attitude of the dedicated people that volunteer their time and effort, and the dedication and support of the Executive Director and the Central Office staff. – James Herrick

Its ability to evolve. To keep current with methods and procedures, yet remembering that these are tools to accomplish the main purpose of the practice act, to preserve and protect the location of non-sovereign real property location. – James Dorsey

The greatest strength of CLSA is its diverse membership. CLSA encourages membership and asks for involvement from federal, state and local agencies; large, medium and small private business; licensed and non-licensed individuals; students and teachers; even groups associated with our work. – Patrick Tami
What do you hope CLSA can yet achieve?

To really educate the public on surveying and stop the unqualified from practicing surveying. – Kurtis Hoehn

Leader in continuing education assistance, universities to provide online education for surveying degree. – Robert Curtis

CLSA is poised to be the premier portal through which young people enter this great profession, or begin the educational process. CLSA is becoming the point of beginning for a rewarding career in land surveying. Counter-intuitively, it is while the economy is slowest and need is least that investment is necessary. CLSA should accelerate its programs to provide career resources, in anticipation for the surge in need for professional Land Surveyors. CLSA can be ready. – Robert Reese

To get more surveyors involved. – Armand Marois

Greater participation of Professional Surveyors of California. Adopt FIG Definition of the Functions of the Surveyor. Resume licensing PS’s under LS Act. Embrace the importance of The Surveying Body of Knowledge and participate in its development. – Paul Lamoreaux

I hope that CLSA can continue to bring dedicated professionals together to advance the profession of land surveying. There is a need to expand our public awareness program. CLSA should continue to support education within the profession and to focus attention on this. – James Herrick

To continue to evolve as time leads to changes in technology and methodology. – James Dorsey

I hope CLSA can get Professional Land Surveyors to look at the big picture of our chosen occupation. We need to see how we can both help society and ourselves. We must be more involved in spatial data management because, right now, we understand it much better than others. – Patrick Tami

In what tangible ways has CLSA membership benefited you personally and/or professionally?

I have been able to meet many people and form personal and professional relationships. From that I am able to talk to many different people and get opinions and information for different areas of the state. – Kurtis Hoehn

My personal benefits from CLSA membership are support, connections with other professionals, education resources, and a place where I can return, in small measure, what I have received, in great measure: an opportunity to participate to CLSA’s growth. The professional benefits of CLSA membership are business advantages (insurance, supplies), educational (workshops, conferences, texts), meetings and working with other professionals. Access to the opinions of other Land Surveyors through CLSA’s web presence is also a great benefit. – Robert Reese

It has been my compass in life both personally and professionally. – Robert Curtis

Personally the friendships I have with other surveyors throughout the state would not have been possible without CLSA. On the professional level it has made me more aware of the value of keeping oneself educated with regards to technology, legislation, and national issues that could affect my career. – Armand Marois

Keeps me current with legislation and offers professional development. – Kenny Fargen

Good friends. – Paul Lamoreaux

By being a participating member in CLSA I have gained numerous contacts. I am able to keep abreast of changes or additions in laws that impact professional practice. Information on new technology is available. It provides an avenue to have your ideas heard. – James Herrick

The many friends and professional acquaintances that I have made over the years through my association with CLSA. – James Dorsey

For me personally, my membership in CLSA has made me a better public speaker and more effective in communicating my thoughts to others. By taking up leadership roles throughout CLSA, I have had the chance to meet and know some of the most knowledgeable and influential people in surveying. By interacting with them, I have learned much more than I would have learned on my own and I’ve become a better professional Land Surveyor as a result. – Patrick Tami

What valuable life lessons did you learn through your service?

How to deal with people and listen too many different points of view that were, at times, considerably different from mine. – Kurtis Hoehn

That a leader can only be successful if he or she is supported by a talented and diverse team. I was blessed to have an amazing Executive Committee. – Steve Shambeck

The biggest lesson I learned through service, particularly the office of President, was to listen – hard sometimes, given the opinionated nature of Land Surveyors. Since I was given the unequaled opportunity to serve as President of CLSA, I felt my job was to preside and guide, giving equal time for point and counterpoint on a wide array of views. One has to listen and then help the organization arrive at goals and decisions that make sense. I will always be grateful for the experience. – Robert Reese

Working together anything can be accomplished. – Robert Curtis

Before CLSA I was never much for committee decision making. My experience with serving on the various committees has taught me patience and more respect for other opinions. – Armand Marois

A lot of people give much to their profession with no thought of seeking rewards for their effort. These people only wish to improve the profession as a whole. – Kenny Fargen

That there is strength in numbers. That you don’t need to do everything yourself but rather ask for help and you will be amazed at the effort that you receive from other professionals. Finally that I could address a group of my peers and not get run out of the room. – James Herrick

In order to accomplish anything it is a group effort. Much more can be accomplished by working together. “No man, or woman, is an island.” – James Dorsey

It is the things that you do not anticipate that will take up most of your efforts. – Patrick Tami

For additional REFLECTIONS from Past Presidents, visit the CLSA website at www.CaliforniaSurveyors.org
The CLSA Central Office has completed research of historic records to develop a list of members that have had 25 years continuous membership. The list includes over 250 members that have had 25 (or more) years of continuous membership in CLSA. These members will be receiving special recognition as part of CLSA’s 45th Anniversary celebration.

CLSA’s outstanding membership retention is indicative of the great value that CLSA offers members and the profession. To the right is a historic overview of CLSA membership.

To view the list of members with 25 (or more) years of continuous membership, please visit the CLSA website at www.CaliforniaSurveyors.org
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The Subdivision Map Act or simply “the Act,” establishes the framework for subdividing land within California. It requires local governments to enact an ordinance to be used as a tool to regulate the design and improvements of subdivisions. Prior to 1891, the role of a surveyor was not defined. Prior to 1893, there was not any state law that regulated the subdivision of land. At that time, the land speculation of the gold rush was rampant. Many “would-be” developers mapped the land with visions of quick sales and huge profits. These antiquated subdivisions are scattered throughout California, some in their entirety and others in remnants. The early maps were obviously drawn without consideration of the landscape. Many times, the maps were drawn on a drafting table thousands of miles away and the land was never seen. This situation infers antiquated subdivisions to be only “paper” maps being that there was no consideration (or knowledge) of the topography, natural resources, infrastructure, water supply, access, geology, or the environment. The maps may have been recorded and land may or may not have been sold. In his concurring opinion of Morehart v. County of Santa Barbara, Justice Mosk succinctly stated “These subdivisions are the legacies of 19th century would-be developers whose dreams of carving up their land into profitable real estate parcels went only as far as the county recorder’s office” (Morehart v. County 1994, p. 30).

California has an estimated 400,000 to one million lots shown on antiquated subdivision maps (Fulton 1999, 144). More prevalent in coastal and early mining areas, the antiquated maps cause surveyors to scratch their heads and have become a challenge to local governments. To the landowner, these lots can bring a fortune. To the local government, they may mean a loss of control over the use and planning of this mapped land. To the surveyor, knowledge of the Subdivision Map Act and its evolution is imperative.

Continued on next page
On 31 MAR 1891, the Statutes of California, Chapter CCLV approved the duties of and the licensing of Land Surveyors. Section 10 reads as follows:

Every licensed surveyor is hereby authorized to make surveys relating to the sale or subdivision of lands, the retracing or establishing of property or boundary lines, public roads, streets, alleys, or trails; and it shall be the duty of each surveyor...to set permanent and reliable monuments, and such monuments must be permanently marked with the initials of the surveyor setting them.

Section 11 reads as follows:

Within sixty days after a survey relating to the sale or subdivision of lands, the retracing or establishing of property and boundary lines, ... he shall file with the Recorder of the county in which such survey or any portion thereof lies, a record of survey...(1891 Cal. Stat. 480)

A few years later, the initial statewide statute that required the recordation of a subdivision map was enacted on 9 March 1893. It was an Act requiring the recording of a map for the purpose of selling lots and it provided a penalty for noncompliance. This requirement, Chapter 80 of the 1893 Statutes (Act of 1893), (see Figure 1) is the precursor statute to today’s Subdivision Map Act.

The Act was originally a law explicitly requiring a map to be prepared for the purpose of selling a parcel of land. Today, it has evolved into a complex land use regulation. Being a tool used to regulate the subdivision of land and at the same time, it protects landowners seeking to subdivide their land. The fledging years of the Act, prior to 1928, clearly provided an efficient means to sell land by requiring a map to be recorded with the County Recorder prior to a sale. A map provided an easy way to describe property using a lot and block description rather than a metes and bounds description. Additionally, it simplified the tax assessor’s duties and minimized conflicting deeds.

Through the years, as the land of California was being subdivided and developed, the regulations were evolving. The mapping and the evolution of the subdivision regulations were not necessarily in concert with each other. Subdivisions of land were not all created in the same manner.

Continued on next page
Subdividing California - The Evolution of the Subdivision Map Act

Some maps were recorded in compliance with the laws of the day, some were not; some conveyed lots; some conveyed portions of lots via a metes and bounds description; some conveyed portions of the mapped subdivision via a metes and bounds description. Whether or not a piece of property was created legally has been controversial prior to the enactment of the first subdivision legislation.

Prior to 1928, physical improvements (infrastructure) may not have been required within the subdivision. The transition to motorized vehicles necessitated adequate roads. The preparation of a tentative map prior to the submission of a subdivision map was required in the 1929 Act. It required new development to conform to the existing improvements. It had become evident that regulations would be an important factor in controlling the sprawling development of the time.

In order to control the development of communities, adherence to general plans was introduced in the 1971 Act. No city or county was to approve a final subdivision map for any project unless it had adopted a specific plan covering the area of the project and the project was consistent with the specific plan. (1971 Cal. Stat. 2853) This created the connection between the community goals and new development. Today, a parcel of land cannot be legally developed unless it was legally created in accordance with the Subdivision Map Act and local ordinances at the time of its creation.

Evolution of the Subdivision Map Act

Prior to the first subdivision statute, it was common practice to record maps with the county recorder to facilitate the county tax assessor and his duties. Since statehood, the Statutes of 1850, Chapter 58, § 10 prescribed the duties of the recorder as keeping all the books, records, maps, and papers deposited in his office. The first prescribed duty was to keep the following documents:

- All deeds, mortgages, releases of mortgage, conveyances, deeds of trust, bonds, covenants, powers of attorney, leases, transcripts of judgments, or other instruments of writing, whereby any real estate is conveyed or may be affected, which shall have been proved or acknowledged, according to law and authorized to be recorded. (1850 Cal. Stat. 152)

As stated initially, surveyors were required to file a Record of Survey after a survey relating to the sale or subdivision of land as of 1891. Finally as land speculation became rampant, the 1893 statute, referred to as the Act, required a map to be filed to sell a parcel of land.

The original intent of the Act was simply for the assessor to keep track of the subdivision of land in order to avoid clouded titles. As California grew, laws were amended to enact more complete regulations for the subdivision of land. The years that incorporated significant amendments to the Act outline how it has evolved into a powerful tool used by local governments to regulate land use and development. The Act has developed, with minor and major updates, into the tool that now allows the local government to impose conditions upon developers to mitigate the effects of the development and ensure that the community is not unduly burdened. The major updates are outlined.

1893 Statute

As noted above, the first legislation that required a subdivision map was in 1893 (see Figure 1). Chapter LXXX of the 1893 statutes of California is prefaced with the following statement:

An Act requiring the recording of maps of cities or towns, or subdivisions of lands into small lots or tracts for the purposes of sale, and providing a penalty for the selling or offering for sale and lots or tracts in cities, towns, subdivisions, or additions thereto, before such maps are filed and recorded. (1893 Cal. Stat. 96)

The Act of 1893 required that proprietors cause an accurate map to be made and filed with the county recorder for the purpose of sale of lots. The maps were to include all grounds within the town site reserved for public use. Additionally, each lot intended for sale was to be numbered or lettered and the map had to be acknowledged by the proprietor (1893 Cal. Stat. 96). The new law contained no reference to maps that were recorded prior to this legislation.

1901 Statute

The significance of the 1901 amendment to the Act is that it required a map to be presented to the governing body to review offers of public dedications and endorse any acceptance on the map prior to recordation with the county recorder. Section 3 of the 1893 Act was amended to the following:

The map or plat so made, acknowledged, and certified shall be presented to the governing body having control of the streets, roads, alleys, and highways in the territory shown on the map or plat, and said governing body shall indorse thereon which streets, roads, alleys and highways offered by said map or plat, they accept on behalf of the public, and thereupon such streets, roads, alleys, and highways, only as have been thus accepted, shall be and become dedicated to public use. When so indorsed, and not before, said map or plat shall be recorded in the office of the county recorder of the county in which the city, town, addition, or subdivision is situated, in a book kept for that purpose. (1901 Cal. Stat. 288)
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Therefore, if you have a map prior to 1901, do not expect to see a statement of dedication, but do not assume that the street was not dedicated. That is a completely different topic.

1903 Statute

In 1903, Chapter CCLXXXII of the Political Code was added to the California statutes. This was separate from the Act, however it related to Official Maps. Section 1, 3658a reads as follows:

Whenever any city, town or subdivision of land is planted or divided into lots or blocks, ... for the purpose of sale or transfer, it shall be lawful for the city engineer, or the county or city surveyor, under the direction and with the approval of the city council or board of supervisors... to make an official map... shall adopt such map as the official map of the subdivision... it shall be lawful to, and the assessor shall, describe such lots, blocks, or parcels of land ... Each and every map, made and adopted as hereinabove provided, shall be certified... shall be forthwith filed in the office of the county recorder of the county. (1903 Cal. Stat. 408)

Within the present day Act, §66499.50 et seq. expounds upon Official Maps and §§66499.35(d) & (e) specifically regards them as a Certificate of Compliance.

1907 Statute

The 1907 legislation added the first grandfather clause to the Act. Section 8 reads as follows:

No person shall sell or offer for sale any lot or parcel of land, by reference to any map or plat, unless such map or plat has been made, certified, endorsed, acknowledged and filed in all respects as provided in this act, or was filed or recorded prior to the taking effect of this act and in accordance with laws in force at the time it was so filed or recorded. (1907 Cal. Stat. 292)

This verbiage has created ambiguity as to whether or not “this act” means just the 1907 Act or does it pertain to earlier Acts since there is not a specified limitation put on the date of recordation of the map?

1913 Statute

The 1913 statute added the requirements for a Land Surveyor or Civil Engineer to survey the ground, set monuments, and prepare a map. It reiterated the 1907 grandfather clause and added “and no person shall sell or offer for sale any lot or parcel of land by reference to any map or plat other than such recorded map or plat or true and correct copy thereof” (1913 Cal. Stat. 571) to the end of Section 8. Once again, there was not a limitation as to the date of recordation of the existing map.

1929 Statute

The 1929 Act repealed the 1907 Act and substituted it with a rewritten version. It was rewritten to contend with the negative effects of the non-regulated development. Prior to the changes, proprietors legally could sell the land and not be required to provide roads to access the property.

Within Section 1 of the 1929 Act, a subdivision was defined for the first time as “a tract of land composed of five or more lots of one acre or less in area” (1929 Cal. Stat. 1791). Within the definition of subdivision the grandfathering language specifically refers to any previous act. The definition provided:

...that nothing contained herein shall be construed to require the preparation of a map in accordance with the provisions hereof of any subdivision of land which had been staked out and in which sales or contracts of sale have actually been made prior to the adoption of this act, or of any subdivision map of which has been duly recorded under the provisions of any previous act; and provided further, that nothing herein contained shall require the recordation of a map showing property sold or contracted for sale by metes and bounds or by reference to an unrecorded map prior to the adoption of this act as a condition precedent to the sale or contract of sale of the whole or part thereof. (1929 Cal. Stat. 1791)

Note that a limitation on the recordation date was not added, however “any previous act” would include the 1893 statute. In addition, definitions of subdivider, lot, block, and way were added.

Specific regulations came into effect. Section 5 of the 1929 Act added the requirement for a tentative map. Before the preparation of a subdivision map, a tentative map was required to be submitted and approved by the city planning commission, city engineer, or county surveyor. The map had to be prepared and recorded within one year of the approved tentative map (1929 Cal. Stat. 1793). Section 16 required “the final map shall particularly set forth the exact location of such subdivision with reference to adjacent subdivisions, the maps or plats of which have been previously recorded” (1929 Cal. Stat. 1797). Section 30 introduced the concept of a general plan and allowed the local government to regulate improvements. Some of the regulations included minimum lot size, front yard setbacks, and the dedication of land for public use. The recordation of the map could be legally conditioned with improvements. The local entity had the authority to exact the improvements streets and public utility easements to configure to the surrounding existing improvements (1929 Cal. Stat. 1801). Many other additions supplemented the 1929 Act as evidenced by the fact that in 1913, the Act was fewer than four pages; by 1929, it encompassed fifteen pages.

Continued on next page
A monumental year for the Act was 1937. It was officially entitled Subdivision Map Act and it took on its present form. Government agencies were originally vested to regulate the design and improvements of proposed subdivisions of land. The significant changes included the election to file a record of survey instead of a final map. If the subdivider elected not to prepare a final map, in order to sell any part of a subdivision, a record of survey had to be filed with the county recorder (1937 Cal. Stat. 1867). With a record of survey, the government entity only had the option of requiring “street grading, surfacing and drainage reasonably necessary for lot access and local neighborhood traffic and drainage needs” (1937 Cal. Stat. 1867). The requirements for a record of survey were the same as a final map except that a parcel of land could be sold by a metes and bounds description rather than a call to a map. Most importantly, the 1937 Act stated that no parcel of land could be sold without prior government approval of a final map or record of survey (1937 Cal. Stat. 1865).

The third grandfather clause was added and it included more specificity to the exceptions of filing a new map. It read as follows:

...however any parcel or parcels of a subdivision of land (1) a map which was recorded or filed prior to August 14, 1929, or in compliance with the provisions of Chapter 837, Statutes of 1929, or (2) made prior to the effective date of this act and which complied with or was exempt from the provisions of Chapter 837, Statutes 1929, or (3) which had been surveyed and in which sales or contracts of sale have actually been made prior to April 1, 1937; provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall require the recordation or filing of a map showing the property sold or contracted for sale of a metes and bounds or by reference to an unrecorded map prior to the effective date of this act as a condition precedent to the conveyance thereof. (1937 Cal. Stat. 1865)

This clause explicitly grandfathered all maps that were recorded in accordance with the regulations in effect at the time. Additionally, permissible recording was added to the statute. It allowed maps of four or fewer parcels to be recorded and regulated. Many cities and counties elected to act upon this option. The Act states:

Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent the recording under the provisions of this act and any applicable local ordinances of a final map of any land not defined herein as a subdivision.
The 1859 novel A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens opens with the line: “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to heaven, we were all going direct the other way - in short, the period was so far like the present period, that some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, for good or for evil, in the superlative degree of comparison only.” While Dickens was expressing the dramatic extremes that existed in England and France between the peasants and aristocracy, this also describes some of the divisions in our profession we see today that have been brought about by current economic conditions.

As the Land Surveyor member of the California Board for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, I have the opportunity of seeing the best and worst of our chosen field. In some cases, professionals have made questionable choices despite their normally virtuous nature, including using an employer’s equipment while moonlighting, insisting on cash payments to avoid taxes, and not filing records of survey and other required documents.

On the other hand, many others choose to support and advance the goals of the profession during these tough times by volunteering to help with the exam process, participating in educational outreach programs like TrigStar, and working on behalf of non-profit organizations such as Habitat for Humanity.

In addition to the choices we make as practitioners, we also find our professional responsibilities infringed upon by others through advances in technology that make geospatial data collection and analysis available to those with minimal training and no verification by a professional board. The use of mobile of airborne scanning by unlicensed individuals, as well as the application of Geographic Information System products to establish boundaries and fixed works, are just some examples of the challenges we face as we go forward in a technology- and data-rich environment.

In the 12th century, Dante said: “The hottest places in Hell are reserved for those who in a period of moral crisis maintain their neutrality.” Today in the surveying profession, none of us can afford to stand on the sidelines and merely observe the changes going on around us without being in jeopardy of “going direct the other way.”

Our active participation in professional societies plays an important role in managing change and supporting fellow practitioners by providing opportunities for ongoing professional development and support, as well as establishing a common platform to advocate for legislative and regulatory initiatives that protect the practice of surveying. Together, rather than as individuals, we are a much more effective voice in shaping public policy to help provide protection against unethical competition, arbitrary use of our title, and the influences which undermine public trust in our integrity and competence.

Dr. William E. Wickenden, in The Second Mile, wrote: “Every calling has its mile of compulsion, its daily round of tasks and duties, its standard of honest craftsmanship, its code of man-to-man relations, which one must cover if he is to survive. Beyond that lies the mile of voluntary effort, where men strive for excellence, give unrequited service to the common good, and seek to invest their work with a wide and enduring significance. It is only in this second mile that a calling may attain to the dignity and the distinction of a profession.”

Dr. Wickenden’s observation echoes as true today as when first published in 1944. It is in these best and worst of
times we need to rally around our professional spirit that encourages adherence to a common ideal that puts service above gain, excellence above quantity, self-expression above pecuniary motives, and loyalty above individual advantage.

No professional person can evade the obligation to contribute to the advancement of the professional group. A person’s skill is rightly held as a personal possession and when imparted to another justly deserves a due reward in money or in service. The person’s knowledge, however, is to be regarded as part of a common fund built up over the generations, an inheritance which is freely shared and to which each is obligated to add; hence, the duty to publish freely the fruits of research and to share the advances in professional technique. If the individual lacks the ability to make such contributions personally, the least that can be done is to join with others to increase, disseminate and preserve professional knowledge and to contribute regularly to their support.

In these “worst of times,” we owe it to each other to bring out the best in our profession and continue to lay the foundation for our success in serving the public throughout our knowledge and expertise.

——

Postcards

This brass cap is one of many boundary monuments marking Death Valley National Park and Manly Peak Wilderness above Striped Butte Valley. Submitted by Anne Hoppe, PLS.
The More Things Change...

Quotes from the near and distant past that prove the point: the more things change, the more they remain the same.


“In March of 1966, 8 men sat around a table in a Santa Rosa restaurant. The topic of discussion was our new Land Surveyor’s Association and its aims and goals. Now, more than five years later, while we are much nearer, we still have not accomplished our primary goal. To wit: The elimination of the Civil Engineer’s Exemption to the Land Surveyor’s Act. We contend and can prove that civil engineers being registered today are not, for the most part, surveyors. They lack education, experience and interest in land surveying as required by the Land Surveyor’s Act to protect the public interest.

C.L.S.A. has responded with one legislative effort which was defeated. We are now proceeding with our new legislative program. This time it is, in fact, a program. We are ready with facts and figures to prove our contentions. But, we need more than facts and figures. We need the participation of every Land Surveyor in California. To those Land Surveyors and no one else.

C.L.S.A. must always consider the public interest as paramount. C.L.S.A. must represent all Land Surveyors equally. C.L.S.A. must speak with one voice throughout the State.

To Boards of Directors, Committee Chairmen and friends throughout California, thank you for the opportunity to have been of service to my profession.”

Commentary by David E. Woolley, PLS

In the last issue of the “California Surveyor” I quoted Mr. Robert W. Curtis’ President’s Message from Issue 14, 1970. I was pleasantly surprised when Mr. Curtis called me to discuss the article, which lead into an hour long discussion about the early days of CLSA. As stated above, the association was started when “…8 men sat around a table in a Santa Rosa restaurant.” These surveyors didn’t have internet, email, FAX machines, or word processors. They wrote letters, licked a stamp, and hoped others would be interested in joining their organization. Mr. Curtis and I enjoyed a few laughs, especially when he talked about driving down to Southern California with a couple of surveyors hoping to find some surveyors interested in meeting and discussing land surveying topics.

Today the association has a membership of 2239 people, 22 Chapters, 2 Student Chapters, a voice on the national level, award winning publications, a legislative advocate, enough women surveyors to dedicate an entire publication in their honor, and a sizeable operating budget.

Each year there are a few less of the founding members. I believe we owe each of them a debt of gratitude and if you can spare a minute in your busy day and you happen to know one of them, take a moment to thank them for their hard work and vision.

Thank you, Bob Curtis.

By: David E. Woolley, PLS

Dave, is the CLSA Orange County Chapter Legislative Chairman, Chapter Representative, State PPC Member, and owner of D. Woolley & Associates, Tustin, CA

Today CLSA has a membership of 2239 people, 22 Chapters, 2 Student Chapters

Surveyors who have been waiting to see what C.L.S.A. is going to do or how we are going to fare, I say, “It’s time to WAKE UP.” The only people who care about Land Surveyors are Land Surveyors and no one else.

The activities of the Land Surveyor are increasing daily and thus the activities of C.L.S.A. are likewise increasing. We have active committees linking us with every willing group or association having a connection with surveying. While our committees are active in every phase of surveying, to date, we have not been as active in some of the technical areas as we would like to be. A good example is a motion by the C.L.S.A. Board of Directors, at the meeting on October 2, 1971, to work with meetings a year, you may have some idea of the dedication of your Board of Directors.

I think our association is very much like a bank. Without investors, we can do no business. If, on the other hand, we all put in our share of time and money, we are certain to earn some interest. Most important of all, is the fact that if you do not put something in, you surely cannot expect to get anything out. Membership in C.L.S.A. is an investment in the future of land surveying.

This will be my last message as President of C.L.S.A., and based on my two years as President, I feel the most important ideals for C.L.S.A. to pursue are:

www.californiasurveyors.org
CLSA Member & Caltrans Employee Receives Medal for Heroic ACT

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY – CLSA member and Caltrans District 5 Surveyor Robert “Bob” MacKenzie has received the Governor’s Gold Medal of Valor for his heroic actions on Hwy. 88 near Kirkwood, CA on the morning of Nov. 30, 2009. The medal was presented by California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger at a statewide ceremony in Sacramento on Dec. 7.

MacKenzie and his wife, who live in Los Osos, observed a man waiving his arms stating that a car had just crashed over the embankment. MacKenzie went over the guardrail and proceeded 75 to 100 feet down a slippery, snow covered, rocky mountainside.

He found an elderly man standing next to an overturned station wagon with his wife trapped in the front seat of the car with one of her arms pinned under the right front windshield. He was wearing shorts and tennis shoes and standing in about a foot of snow.

MacKenzie found a rubber mat which was thrown from the car and placed it on the snow allowing the man to stand on it in order to prevent hypothermia and/or frostbite.

MacKenzie returned to the woman and covered her hand with a snow boot he found in the car while trying to keep her comfortable and treating her for shock. He covered the woman with his jacket and stayed with her for the next 20 minutes in freezing temperatures until rescuers reached the scene.

MacKenzie described to rescuers how the woman was trapped which allowed them to make a single trip down the steep embankment with the proper tools and first aid supplies. MacKenzie remained at the scene alongside emergency personnel during the entire extraction which took approximately 3 hours.

The woman was removed from the vehicle and taken by air to a hospital in Reno, NV.

Because of weight restrictions, her husband could not accompany his wife to the hospital.

MacKenzie offered to drive her husband to the hospital, a two hour trip which was made in the opposite direction that Mackenzie and his wife were traveling.

The actions by MacKenzie during this incident were over and above the call of duty and were directly responsible for preventing further injury or death.

“The State of California is proud of the actions of Caltrans District 5 employee Robert “Bob” MacKenzie for his extraordinary act of service above and beyond the normal call of duty or service. He is a deserving recipient of the Governor’s Gold Medal of Valor,” said Caltrans District 5 Director Rich Krumholz.
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Here are answers to some specific insurance questions that surveyors have asked me during the year. I thought there might be some general interest in these topics.

Where do most claims come from?

Basically, it’s from stolen equipment. GPS left out of sight or in an unlocked truck. Know that someone’s always watching and a shiny piece of high tech equipment is a tempting good target for a thief. Professional liability claims are not as frequent but they have a big dollar value and the loss potential to put a surveyor out of business. In most cases, however, the coverage is usually needed to pay for the surveyor’s extraction from a lawsuit where the surveyor is blameless but has been named because they are party to a contract between a contractor and an owner.

What are the best companies?

A-rated companies are the best and can be found in Best Insurance Guide or by asking your broker. Examples of A-rated companies include Zurich, Travelers, State Farm, CNA and New Hampshire. Most Requests for Proposals from owners, contractors and public entities require A-rated companies.

What is the difference between Admitted and non-Admitted companies?

All companies doing business in California need to meet strict financial requirements as to capital, surplus and loss reserves. An admitted company has to file policy forms and rates with the state and also participate in the California Insurance Guarantee Association (CIGA). These companies pay a portion of their property, casualty and workers compensation premium collected into a fund that will pay claims in case they fail. These are usually large multi-line companies that advertise during football games. A non-admitted company does not pay into the fund so there is no guarantee a claim will be paid if they fail. These companies can be owned by admitted companies but are usually excess surplus lines companies that are located in places like London or Bermuda. Both admitted and non-admitted companies can be A-rated.

Do All Companies Have the Same Coverage Forms?

No. You have to know what you’re getting. Business Owners Policies are generally the same but can be altered by endorsement. When it comes to property and general liability, companies file their forms and rates with the state insurance department and generally adhere to their filings. Professional Liability forms and rates are different and diverse and have to be carefully considered because there as many forms and rates as the companies using them. Be sure to read your policy and ask your agent or broker what you are getting.

What’s the difference between a certificate, a binder and an insurance policy?

A certificate is general evidence of insurance that shows coverage, limits, and companies.

A binder is more specific as to these coverage items and has legal validity. To know full coverage and exclusion details, you need to have the complete insurance policy.

What’s Subrogation?

This is a policy provision that allows the insurance company, once they have paid a claim, to put themselves in your shoes and sue the entity that caused the claim in hopes that they can collect some or all of the money they have paid out for you as damages. If subrogation is waived then the insurance company cannot go after the guilty party to collect on their loss payment.

What are the statutes of limitations?

These are the time limits set by law in which one party can bring a lawsuit against another party. There are many variations and qualifications depending on the nature of the lawsuit, you’ll always need a lawyer to help, but in general they are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Claim</th>
<th>Time Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional malpractice</td>
<td>1 to 4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction defects and negligence</td>
<td>3 to 10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breach of oral contract, personal injury, wrongful death</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breach of written contract</td>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Property Injury</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Liability</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Broker, Agent, Direct Writer? Who’s the Best?

A broker represents you and can access many insurance companies. An agent represents a few insurance companies, and direct writer represents one insurance company. So is one or many best? It depends on what works for you and your relationship with your insurance provider. Who do you like doing business with after considering service, product quality and price?
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Subdividing California - The Evolution of the Subdivision Map Act

1943 Statute
The significance of the 1943 Act, Chapter 128, is that it codified the Subdivision Map Act into the Business and Professions Code, Sections 11500 through 11628 (1943 Cal. Stat. 865). It must also be noted that § 11538 (b) altered the grandfathering verbiage of the Act:

Subdivision refers to...five or more parcels...does not apply to any parcel or parcels of a subdivision offered for sale, contracted for sale or sold in compliance with or exempt from any law (including a local ordinance), regulating the design and improvement of subdivisions in effect at the time the subdivision was established (1943 Cal. Stat. 868).

1965 Statute
The most significant amendment to the 1965 statute was that the concept of the parcel map was introduced. At this time the governing body could require that a parcel map be filed; however, it was not mandated by the state. The definition of a parcel map then essentially reads the same as it does today (1965 Cal. Stat. 2981, 2982).

1971 Statute
Chapter 1446 of the 1971 statute was approved in November and became effective in March of 1972. This year is familiar to Land Surveyors because it is when the parcel map became a requirement for a division of land of four or fewer lots (1971 Cal. Stat. 2854, 2855). Before March 1972 it was not required per the Subdivision Map Act for a map to be recorded for the subdivision of four or fewer lots; however, it may have been required by local ordinance.

The amendments of 1971 were introduced by Assembly member McCarthy and oftentimes referred to as the McCarthy Act. He introduced many significant amendments in addition to the requirement of parcel maps. The general plan concept was added to California law in 1929; however, it did not become a prerequisite of approval of the proposed tentative map and final map to be consistent with the general plan until 1972 (1971 Cal. Stat. 2856). The amendment also gave the local entity more authority to condition maps with dedications of land for public use and improvements by expanding the definitions of “design” and “improvement” (1971 Cal. Stat. 2853).

1974 Statute
The Subdivision Map Act was recodified into the Government Code and it is frequently referred to as Government Code §66410 et. seq. As noted earlier, the Act had been in the Business and Professions Code since 1943. The combination of Chapters 1536 and 24 of the 1974 and 1975 statutes, respectively, consolidated and recodified the Subdivision Map Act. This change signified the change in the Act of being a technical statute within the realm of the land surveying profession to a regulatory land use tool. The planning and zoning laws already existed within the Government Code, therefore making this a logical change.

1980 Statute
The requirement for a parcel map was enacted in 1972, however the law was quiet. This created questions as to the legal status of lots established prior to 1972. Therefore in 1980, § 66412.6 was added to the California Government Code:

For purposes of this division or of a local ordinance enacted pursuant thereto, any parcel created prior to March 4, 1972, shall be conclusively presumed to have been lawfully created if the parcel resulted from a division of land in which fewer than five parcels were created and if at the time of creation of the parcel there was no local ordinance in effect which regulated divisions of land creating fewer than five parcels (1980 Cal. Stat.788).

1981 Statute
The 1981 statute simply added a requirement for a Certificate of Compliance for the lots created prior to 1972. California Government Code § 66412.6 (b) was added:

(b) For purposes of this division or of a local ordinance enacted pursuant thereto, any parcel created prior to March 4, 1972, shall be conclusively presumed to have been lawfully created if any subsequent purchaser acquired that parcel for valuable consideration without actual or constructive knowledge of a violation of this division or the local ordinance. Owners of parcels or units of land affected by the provisions of this subdivision shall be required to obtain a certificate of compliance. (1980 Cal. Stat.4777)

If a map or a document was approved by local ordinance and/or recorded prior to 4 March 1972, § 66412.6 grandfathers that division of land.

Role of the Professional Land Surveyor
In accordance with Business and Professions Code §8726 (d) and (l), one who “makes any survey for the subdivision or resubdivision of land of any tract of land” or “determines the information shown or to be shown within the description of any deed, trust deed, or other title document prepared for the purpose of describing the limit of real property” is defined as a Land Surveyor. (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §8726) Antiquated maps are more prevalent in coastal and early mining areas; therefore, surveyors practicing in these areas should be aware of the additional issues that arise with these maps.

Continued on next page
If an antiquated subdivision is within the scope of one’s project, the surveyor must have knowledge of the Act’s evolution, when local ordinances effecting the subdivision of land were approved, and case law. Upon diligent research, if the surveyor is confident that lots were created in accordance with the laws of the time, the lots may not satisfy the requirements of the general plan. For example the lots may not have access to a dedicated right of way, or have an adequate lot size suitable for development. In order to make the lots eligible for development, one may simply be able to process a lot line adjustment. This approach may far outweigh the expense and time necessary to subdivide in accordance with current laws. Conversely, if one is confident that the antiquated lots no longer exist, one may advise their client appropriately to process a tentative map and subdivision map in accordance with today’s laws. This cumulative knowledge will allow the foresight to alleviate the need for appeals to the agency, and possible legal actions.

The evolution of the Act, and the interpretation and analysis of the landmark cases create a basis. The surveyor should have a library and be aware of historic local ordinances and landmark cases. The complete chain of title must be researched, and possibly researched as far back as when the parcel was originally mapped. If the lot has never been conveyed in the configuration in which it was mapped, one may assume that the local agency may not deem the parcel to be legally created. However, if one can demonstrate that the parcel had been conveyed as an individual parcel in the configuration in which it was mapped, one may be able to assume that the parcel was legally created. If this is the case, the local agency should be petitioned to issue a Certificate of Compliance stating that the parcel was created in accordance with the Subdivision Map Act.

The author wishes to thank Mike Emmons, PLS, Santa Barbara County Surveyor and Terry Connors, PLS, San Diego County Surveyor for their assistance in the development of this article.
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Morehart v. County of Santa Barbara 7 Cal 4th 725 (1994); 1994 Cal LEXIS 2194
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With today’s technology, viewing a digital image of a map on a computer makes researching and indexing so much more convenient - but only if the map image exists. In Shasta County there were about 600 recorded maps, and another 600 unrecorded survey maps that had been donated to the Shasta Historical Society that were not imaged. These maps could not be easily roller scanned, so I had to find another way to image them.

I had used a digital camera to photograph small documents, like deeds, in the past, and I wondered when the technology would be good enough to photograph maps. I went to Crown Camera in Redding and met with photographer Harvey Spector, who happened to have experience photographing museum maps. I found that the latest camera technology produced resolutions comparable to roller scanning at 300 X 300 dpi, which yields acceptable image resolutions for both viewing and printing. I purchased the necessary equipment and took my camera to the source to successfully image the 1200 maps in Shasta County. Projects like this take time but now with a slow economy, it may be the perfect time to start.

Roller scanning maps is great for mylars and good quality prints, but photography may be the best choice over scanning for many reasons. Many maps cannot be scanned by a roller scanner because, they are drafted on linen, are hardened, fragile, oversized, have binding tabs attached, or are dark blue prints. Large format flatbed scanners take up a lot of space and you usually have to take the maps to the scanner. A flatbed scanner usually isn’t an economical option unless you have thousands of maps to scan. When a map is scanned, only an image file is produced; however, a RAW digital photograph retains more information that can be manipulated later to produce an image file that is clearer and more printable. This is beneficial when working with poor quality maps that have water stains or blue prints that are faded.

To develop a portable photo studio, first start with a good camera like the Canon EOS 5D Mark II. This camera has a 36mm X 24mm full frame sensor and later captures a 21.1 megapixel image - that’s a higher resolution than a 35mm film camera. Next, put a very good lens on the camera, a Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS USM is an excellent choice. This lens zooms to about 4X, which allows you to take images at a distance of at least 8 feet from a typical map. Being 8 feet away from a typical-sized map minimizes photographic distortion of the image to less then 0.5 percent. If the camera was closer to the map, the image would get a fish-eye effect and a larger distortion of the map.

You also need to use a tripod, controlled lighting, a map board, and a light meter. The light meter ensures that the lighting is evenly distributed over the map surface and it determines the exposure level. I could not find a magnetic map board of the right size and portability so I constructed one myself from parts at an office supply store and a hardware store (it also fits in the back of a Prius). Strong magnets hold the maps flat and secure to the board, and are particularly handy if the map has been folded.

The camera can be controlled from software on a laptop computer, which saves the RAW photograph to the laptop rather then to the camera. This allows instant viewing of each photograph to ensure that it is framed properly, not

---

**Photographic Map Imaging**

*By: Michael J. Hollins, PLS*

*Michael has been a Party Chief for CalTrans for almost 20 years and has been indexing maps for almost 25 years. He has been active in the Humboldt and Cascade Chapters of CLSA since 1983.*

FIG. 1: The portable studio set up in the Shasta County Recorder’s Office map room to shoot linen and blue print maps that couldn’t be scanned.
accidentally cropped, and is in focus. You can also tell if the lighting is effective. The manipulation and converting is usually done at a later time unless there are just a few maps to shoot.

**My checklist for setting up the studio:**

- Camera and Lenses
- Tripod
- Map Board and Magnets
- Light Meter
- Light Source and Stands
- Laptop Computer and Cables
- Lens Hood
- Tape Measure
- Extension Cord and Power Strip
- External Camera Power Supply

When choosing a site to set up the studio, select a location where the existing lights can turned off and outside light can be blocked from coming into the room. This allows the lighting of the map to be controlled. Avoid florescent lights; almost any other lighting will work. You can use a tape measure to center the tripod at the center of the map board by measuring equal distance from a parallel wall and matching the height of the camera to the height at the center of the board. Try to keep the arrangement symmetrical and square. I use incandescent bulbs and place my two lights between the camera and map board off to the side and at about a 45 degree angle from the map board. I use a light meter to determine the evenness of the lighting and the shutter speed. I use an f-stop of 8 and have a typical shutter speed of 1 to 4 seconds depending on the brightness of the map. See Figure 1.

Sorting the maps by size reduces the number of times that the camera needs to be zoomed to fit the map in frame. It also helps to have the maps flattened prior to shooting: unrolling them or unfolding them and placing books on them for a few days seems to work. Pre-screen the maps so that you are not shooting recorded maps or maps that have no value for whatever reason. If all the maps are the same size, shooting goes quickly: It takes about 30 seconds to take the shot, download, and preview it. Working alone, it takes about 40 seconds to remove a map from the board and place another one on it. I could typically shoot 30 maps an hour by myself, but with help at the map board I could shoot about one map per minute.
With photo editing software, I have been able to successfully photograph brown sepia map copies, frosted on the direct side and glossy on the reverse side. This can be done by shooting them on the glossy side and manipulating them with the software by horizontally flipping them, inverting them, and maximizing their contrast to produce an image that is black on a white background which is easy to print and view. See Figures 2 and 3. Most scanners are usually set to black and white or gray scale scanning, which limits them to only scanning maps with light colored backgrounds. If you try to scan a blue print, with a dark blue background and white line work, the image is difficult to work with and impossible to print. But, you can shoot just about any kind of map and process it with the software to produce a useable image.

Typical software image creation workflow:
- Open RAW Image
- Rotate and Flip Image if necessary
- Determine size of image, usually in inches
- Crop Image
- Invert Image if necessary
- Convert Image to Grayscale
- Sharpen Image
- Adjust Black Level if necessary
- Increase Contrast
- Adjust Brightness
- Save Image as a .TIF file

I have evenly spaced dots on my map board that I use to scale the images, but as an alternative a long ruler could be affixed to the map board. The map is purposely framed to include the scale; this information is used to determine the final cropping size of the image, usually in inches. The scale is not included in the cropped final image to reduce the image size. The size of the image and the resolution at which it is saved determines the size of the image file on the computer storage disk. Typical sizes are 10 to 20 megabytes.

Maps that have dark backgrounds and light line work (such as blue prints) can be inverted to make them have light backgrounds and dark line work. Sometimes the line work turns out more gray than black, so the black level can be adjusted to turn the line work darker and increase the brightness to make the background whiter. To ensure the proper level of adjustment, zoom in to a critical portion of the map to observe the manipulations and insure the proper level of adjustment. Most cameras have the image sharpness turned down for the purpose of shooting portraits of people. Maps are not nearly as self conscious as people, so I turn the sharpness up to make the line work on the map more “in focus” and easier to read.

Some maps have low contrast due to aging or water damage and are more difficult to work with, so you have to compromise the ability to read the image in order to get a printable image. Sometimes the image must be left darker then usual in order to see the information on the screen, even though it will not print very well. Sometimes producing two images - one for viewing and one for printing - is a solution even if the print loses some information. The time it takes to process the images will depend on the horsepower of your computer, your graphics adapter, and how good you are with your photo editing software. I produce my images in about 3 to 4 minutes each. I choose not to modify the images by erasing, augmenting, or differentially editing the images in order to preserve the original, and not create an interpretation of the map.

With the economy slowed down, wouldn’t now be a good time to hunt down all the unrecorded maps in your county and make images of them? Think how much more complete and faster your research can be with images of those maps right on your computer.
### CLSA PUBLICATION ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>CLSA Member</th>
<th>PUBLIC AGENCY</th>
<th>NON MEMBER</th>
<th>NO. OF COPIES</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011 Complete Package: PLS Roster, Pre '82 CE Numerical Listing, PE &amp; PLS Act, Board Rules, Subdivision Map Act &amp; Index, Misc. Statutes &amp; Binder</td>
<td>$35.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$71.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 Complete Package (as above) plus CD</td>
<td>$41.50</td>
<td>$58.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$83.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 Refill Package includes: PLS Roster, PE &amp; PLS Act with Board Rules, Subdivision Map Act and Index and Misc. Statutes</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
<td>$37.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 Refill Package (as above) plus CD</td>
<td>$33.50</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$67.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 PE Act &amp; PLS Act with Board Rules (5 ½ x 8 ½ )</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 Subdivision Map Act and Index (5 ½ x 8 ½ )</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA Navigator: by Mike Durkee, Esq.</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Coordinate Projection Tables – NAD '83</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaining the Land, Second Edition</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
<td>$72.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of Entry Package</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 brochures, 10 flyers, 5 cards, 50 door hangers</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of Entry Cards (minimum order is 2)</td>
<td>$1.50/ea.</td>
<td>$2.00/ea.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.00/ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of Entry Door Hangers (Pkg. of 50)</td>
<td>$5.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$7.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$10.00/Pkg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of Entry Brochures</td>
<td>$10.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$15.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$20.00/Pkg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of Entry Flyers Info for land owners (Pkg. of 25)</td>
<td>$5.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$7.00/Pkg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00/Pkg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner Record Forms – BORPELS 1297 (Pkg. of 25)</td>
<td>$10.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$15.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$20.00/Pkg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Surveying Brochures (Pkg. of 50)</td>
<td>$15.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$18.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$30.00/Pkg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLSA Exam Guide</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Contract Forms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement for Professional Services (Pad of 25)</td>
<td>$4.00/Pad</td>
<td>$5.00/Pad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.00/Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Surveying for the Land Owner &amp; Real Estate Professional, by Daniel E. Beardslee, PLS</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLSA Safety Tailgate Meeting Guide</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLSA Decal/Bumper Sticker (Decal or Bumper)</td>
<td>$1.50/ea.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Surveying Story/Coloring Books (Pkg. of 10)</td>
<td>$24.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$28.00/Pkg.</td>
<td>$48.00/Pkg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLSA Baseball Cap</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLSA USB (256 MB)</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLSA Padfolio</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLSA Lapel Pin</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“Choose Your Path…Make Your Mark” DVD</strong></td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Member prices are only available to State members of CLSA.
- Please allow 2 weeks for delivery.
- Orders must be received by 1:00 PM for next day FedEx Delivery.
- Mail your order form and payment to:
  - CLSA Central Office
  - 526 South E Street
  - Santa Rosa, CA 95404
  - Phone: (707) 578-6016  Fax: (707) 578-4406

- Difference between member & non-member price may be applied toward membership.

### Shipping Information
(Publications will be shipped FedEx Ground. Please provide physical address)

- Name
- CLSA Member #
- Company (if company is mailing address below)
- Address
- City/State/Zip
- Phone
- Email

### Shipping & Handling

- Up to $19.99: add $9.50
- $20.00 - $40.00: add $12.50
- $40.01 - $60.00: add $14.50
- $60.01 - $10.00 plus 3% of total

**Next Day Shipping provide FedEx Account Number #**

**Add $10.00 Handling fee.**

**Subtotal** – Include Shipping & Handling

### CA Sales Tax
Outside Sonoma County Tax 8.25%
Sonoma County Tax 9%
Santa Rosa 9.5%

**TOTAL**

**Payment Enclosed:**
- Check
- MasterCard
- Visa

**Account #**

**Expiration Date & CID#**

**Authorized Signature**
CLSA-NALS Conference 2011
March 5-9, 2011 – Bally’s Las Vegas, Las Vegas NV

Featuring:
• Continuing Education
• Scholarship Auction
• Exhibits

For More Information
Please visit: www.californiasurveyors.org or www.nv-landsurveyors.org
Registration Form

FULL NAME (LAST/FIRST/MI)        FIRST NAME or NICKNAME (as you wish it to appear on your badge)
Is your mailing address your: □ BUSINESS □ RESIDENCE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

FAX

EMAIL

CLSA or NALS MEMBER #          PLS #

SPouse (if attending - See Spouse Registration Below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEMBER REGISTRATION</th>
<th>BEFORE</th>
<th>AFTER</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTA Workshop Only</td>
<td>Feb 8</td>
<td>Feb 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PreConference 8 hrs - March 5th)</td>
<td>$135</td>
<td>$185</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Includes Conference Registration (Sun-Wed), Monday &amp; Tuesday Lunches, Icebreaker Reception &amp; Scholarship Auction. Does not include ALTA Workshop or LS Review Workshop)</td>
<td>$365</td>
<td>$415</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference/Workshop or LS Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Includes Conference Registration (Sun-Wed), ALTA Workshop (Sat.), LS Review Workshop (Sat.-Wed.), Monday &amp; Tuesday Lunches, Icebreaker Reception &amp; Scholarship Auction)</td>
<td>$425</td>
<td>$475</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference of LS Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Day: □ Sunday □ Monday □ Tuesday □ Wednesday</td>
<td>$155</td>
<td>$205</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NON-MEMBER REGISTRATION</th>
<th>BEFORE</th>
<th>AFTER</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTA Workshop Only</td>
<td>Feb 8</td>
<td>Feb 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PreConference 8 hrs - March 5th)</td>
<td>$185</td>
<td>$235</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Includes Conference Registration (Sun-Wed), Monday &amp; Tuesday Lunches, Icebreaker Reception &amp; Scholarship Auction)</td>
<td>$415</td>
<td>$465</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference/Workshop or LS Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Includes Conference Registration (Sun-Wed), ALTA Workshop (Sat.), LS Review Workshop (Sat.-Wed.), Monday &amp; Tuesday Lunches, Icebreaker Reception &amp; Scholarship Auction)</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>$825</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference of LS Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Day: □ Sunday □ Monday □ Tuesday □ Wednesday</td>
<td>$205</td>
<td>$255</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER REGISTRATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spouse Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Includes entrance to Exhibit Hall, Icebreaker Reception, Monday &amp; Tuesday Lunches, Scholarship Auction)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time Student Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Must attach current student ID includes Conference Registration (Sun-Wed), Monday &amp; Tuesday Lunches, Icebreaker Reception &amp; Scholarship Auction. Does not include ALTA Workshop or LS Review Workshop)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPTITIONAL ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extra Monday Lunch Ticket</td>
<td>$ 46 x ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Tuesday Lunch Ticket</td>
<td>$ 46 x ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Hoover Dam &amp; Bridge Tour &amp; Lunch</td>
<td>$ 49 x ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>______ Turkey Lunch ______ Ham Lunch</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, Outta Control Magic</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comedy Show and Dinner</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Education Certificate</td>
<td>$ 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Assistance Donation</td>
<td>$ 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To register for the Golf Tournament or the Bowling Fundraiser, please visit www.californiasurveyors.org

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Total Enclosed $__________

☐ Check Enclosed (Checks payable to CLSA-NALS Conference)

Charge to: ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard

Cardholder Name

Account #          Exp Date          CID #

Authorized Signature

Mail to: CLSA-NALS Conference
526 South E Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

Fax to: (707) 578-4406

Questions? conference@californiasurveyors.org

CANCELLATIONS: To receive a refund on registration fees (less a $35.00 cancellation fee), all cancellations must be received in writing no later than February 7, 2011. Substitutions welcome - additional fees may apply. Contact the conference office at (707) 578-6016 for more information.

Register Online at: www.californiasurveyors.org
Question

I have applied for a tentative subdivision map with a local city and staff is now reviewing my application. Can you suggest conditions of approval that I would want to ask for in order to maximize the value of my map and protect it as much as possible from future changes in laws and regulations?

Discussion

Excellent question! As projects begin to come to life (hopefully!) in an uncertain market such as the current one, it is very important that subdividers make sure they get the most that they can out of their Tentative Map conditions of approval. This column provides some important guidance concerning conditions of approval, as well as specific language that can be used in those conditions.

1. Do not undo your vested rights! If you have requested approval of a Vesting Tentative Map (or vesting parcel map; collectively, “VTM”) be careful of “standard conditions of approval.” By law, a VTM should have imposed on it “only those ordinances, policies, and standards in effect at the date the local agency has determined that the [map] application is complete.” (Gov. Code § 66474.2.) However, if you do not double-check, oftentimes a standard condition of approval will apply the law in place “at building permit issuance” or similar after-application-date. Those conditions need to be removed or you will be subject to them (regardless of your vested rights) once the statute of limitations runs. Therefore, if you have a VTM, your conditions of approval should include a condition that states, in effect, the following:

This Tentative Map approval is granted subject to only those ordinances, policies, and standards in effect on ____________, 20__. [the date the map application was complete or some other date that includes the other approvals you are seeking and want to vest into].

2. Know the “one bite of the apple” rule! During the five-year period following recordation of a Final Map or Parcel Map for a subdivision, a city or county cannot impose as a condition to the issuance of any building permit or equivalent permit, performance of any conditions that the city or county could have lawfully imposed as a condition to the previously approved Tentative or Parcel Map. (Gov. Code § 65691.) To enforce this rule, a city or county may not withhold or refuse to issue a building permit or equivalent subsequent permit for failure to conform with or perform any conditions that the city or county could have lawfully imposed as a condition to the previously approved Tentative or Parcel Map.

In other words, generally speaking, a city or county gets only “one bite of the apple” (i.e., one opportunity to impose existing conditions of approval) when approving a Tentative Map and until five years after the recordation of a Final Map or Parcel Map. (This limitation against the city or county does not apply if a failure to impose the condition would place the residents of the subdivision or of the immediate community, or both, in a condition perilous to their health or safety, or both; or if the condition is required in order to comply with state or federal law.)

With the foregoing in mind, consider whether your conditions of approval should include a simple statement that “Government Code § 65691 shall apply.”

3. Anticipate the Life of Your Tentative Map! Map Act section 66452.6 and related sections deal with the “life” of Tentative Maps. If you intend to use phased (multiple) final maps (to get up to 10 years worth of life), or if there is anticipated litigation against your map approval, deal with it expressly in the conditions of approval. Make it clear that each time you file a phased final map the remaining portions of your Tentative Map are extended by 36 months (up to a maximum of 10 years) and/or that any litigation against your map will toll the life of the tentative Map up to 5 years.

4. Preserve your ability to challenge future fees or fee adjustments! Sometimes, unlike the situation described above, a city or county seeks to apply a new fee or fee adjustment on your project; that is, a fee or fee adjustment that the city or county could did not know about at the time of the Tentative Map approval. Subdividers and developers need to make sure that they preserve their right to legally challenge any such new fees or fee adjustments if and when the city or county seeks to impose them. Therefore, your conditions of approval should include a condition that states, in effect, the following:

Continued on next page
The Conditions of Approval set forth herein include certain fees, dedication requirements, reservation requirements, and other exactions (collectively “exactions”). Certain of these exactions are currently known with specificity (e.g., the amount of certain existing impact fees is known, etc.), while others have not yet been determined by the City/County. Additionally, while certain existing fees are currently known, their possible future adjustments are not. Therefore, the following shall apply:

a. For those exactions whose amount/ scope can be determined today (approval date) because the amount/ scope is set forth in or can be determined today from adopted City/County action, these Conditions of Approval shall constitute written notice of a statement of the amount of such exactions. The developer is hereby further notified that the 90-day period within which it may protest these exactions pursuant to Government Code section 66020(a) shall begin upon the date the City Council/Board of Supervisors adopts the resolution approving the Tentative Map to which these conditions apply. If the developer fails to file a protest within said 90-day period, the developer will be legally barred from later challenging such exactions.

b. For those exactions whose amount/ scope is set forth in or can be determined from adopted City/County action, but whose future adjustment is unknown, the developer is hereby notified that the 90-day period within which it may protest these adjusted exactions pursuant to Government Code section 66020(a) shall begin upon the date the City Council/Board of Supervisors adopts the resolution approving the Tentative Map to which these conditions apply. If the developer fails to file a protest within said 90-day period, the developer will be legally barred from later challenging such exactions.

c. For those exactions whose amount/ scope cannot be determined today because the amount/ scope is not currently set forth in or cannot be determined from adopted City/County action, the developer is hereby notified that the 90-day period in which it may protest such exactions pursuant to Government Code Section 66020(a) shall begin upon the date the City Council/Board of Supervisors adopts the exactions. If the developer fails to file a protest within said 90-day period, the developer will be legally barred from later challenging such exactions.

In sum, it is always surprising to me that subdividers will spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to get their Tentative Map to the approval stage and will not spend the time necessary to make their conditions of approval do the work they need them to do. Conditions of approval can make or break a project, and become even more important in these uncertain times.

Mike Durkee wishes to thank Tom Tunny with his help with this column.
Ian Wilson, PLS is the Director of Survey for Cardno WRG, Inc. in Roseville, CA. He started surveying in 1988 in Southern California and is now enjoying life in Northern California. Ian enjoys hearing from fellow members about the crossword puzzle and is always looking for clue ideas and input. He is licensed in California and Nevada and has specialized in boundary, topographic and Land Title surveys. His expert witness practice in boundary and easement issues is growing. Ian has been a member of CLSA since 1988.

CLSA Crossword Puzzle #17

If you have an idea for a puzzle theme or a clue you would like to include in an upcoming puzzle, email to clsa@californiasurveyors.org
Across
2. CALTRANS D5 RECIPIENT OF THE GOVERNOR’S MEDAL OF VALOR
3. SIX FEET
6. GENERAL EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE
9. LAND OF THE ROPE STRETCHERS
12. WITNESS ALLOWED TO DRAW CONCLUSIONS
14. HEAD OF SANTA ROSA JC SURVEY PROGRAM
15. METAL ROD
18. NMoS TREASURER
19. INTRUSION
21. SPECIFIES INSURANCE COVERAGE
23. PROVIDE FOR PERMANENTLY
25. TYPE OF REPORT USED IN GPS FIELD WORK
28. DEGREE OF WETNESS
30. EXTENSION
31. SPACE BETWEEN DESCRIPTIONS
32. POWER OF LENSES
36. RANK TYPE
37. MOBILE UNIT
39. 2.471 ACRES
40. AUTHOR OF "THE SECOND MILE"
43. HISTORY OF TITLE
44. ORAL EVIDENCE
45. HOME OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SURVEYING
46. TITLE REPORT
47. THE "OTHER GUY" ON MT RUSHMORE

Down
1. LAST COUNTY CREATED IN CALIFORNIA
4. YEARS OF LIABILITY FOR FRAUD
5. ASSEMBLYMAN AUTHOR OF 1971 AMENDMENTS TO THE MAP ACT
7. MEMBER OF CIGA
8. GPA DATA INTERVAL
10. FACTOR NECESSARY IN AIRBONE GPS CONTROL DATA EVALUATION
11. HOPPE SURVEY STARTER
12. REVERSION OF PROPERTY TO THE STATE
13. TYPE OF DIAGRAM USED IN GPS FIELD WORK
16. AN ESTATE OF INHERITANCE
17. ESTIMATE OUTSIDE DATA POINTS
20. PUBLICLY DEDICATED WAY 20 FT OR LESS IN WIDTH
22. RECESSION OF WATER
24. MATH OF LOGIC
26. 33.372 INCHES IN LA
27. CURRENT CODE SECTION FOR SMA
29. AUTHOR OF OPINION IN MOREHART V COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA
32. JUDICIAL RULING
33. SURVEY RELATED SCHOLASTIC OUTREACH PROGRAM
34. CONSTRUCTED PUBLIC WAY
35. DIRECTION TYPE
38. SOLDIER'S GRANT
41. APPARENT DISPLACEMENT
42. PATTERN OF DATA

Key to CLSA puzzle #16 (Surveyor Issue #163)
SUSTAINING MEMBERSHIP

Membership in the California Land Surveyors Association, Inc. as a Sustaining Member is open to any individual, company, or corporation who, by their interest in the land surveying profession, is desirous of supporting the purposes and objectives of this Association. For information regarding Sustaining Membership, contact:

CLSA Central Office
526 So. E Street, Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel: (707) 578-6016 Fax: (707) 578-4406
Start the New Year with NEW GEAR

Join the Nivolution
THE NEW NIKON® NIVO® SERIES

NIVOTM M Series Total Station

The new Nivo™ total stations are the next generation of Nikon surveying solutions and the absolute leaders for go anywhere measurement tools.

Nikon has combined simplicity and quality together in perfect harmony to produce the Nikon M Series. These compact and efficient products use a field-proven Nikon interface and field software that is quick to learn and easy-to-use. Supporting both prism-based and reflectorless technologies, you can be assured of accurate repeatable measurements day long to any point.

NIVOTM M Series Features:
- Prism and reflectorless measurements
- Hot swappable batteries
- Compact, rugged, and lightweight
- Cable-free Bluetooth®

Nivo M series field software highlights include:
- A complete set of CoGo functions
- Simple data management of files
- Quick-saving; convenient one button data collection of point features and your raw target data
- Priced affordably, the Nivo is the ultimate in quality for hardworking conditions all day, every day.

*The Nivo M Series is also available in 2” and 3” models to meet your specific accuracy needs.

Also available Nivo C Series with TDS On-Board 5” model as low as $10,995.

DTM-322

The Nikon DTM-322 total station delivers an economic, versatile, and easy-to-use platform to make sure you get the job done right. Nikon’s legendary optics effectively allow in more light so you’ll see much more detail and much less distortion, especially over longer distances. Better optics help you aim more precisely, and they’re much easier on your eyes — something you’ll really appreciate on long workdays.

- Legendary Nikon optics
- Fast, accurate EDM
- 3” and 5” angle accuracies
- Convenient and long-lasting, re-chargeable AA batteries
- Easy-to-use keypad
- Rugged and lightweight (11 lb. including the battery)
- Linear focusing mechanism
- Uses rechargeable or off-the-shelf AA batteries

SPECTRA Ranger™ 500X

Data Collector with TDS

Versatile and reliable - just like you

Key Features:
- Outdoor rugged design
- Sunlight viewable touch screen display
- Lower total cost of ownership
  - Survive drop and vibration.
  - Dust proof.
  - Sealed up to 1 meter underwater for 30 minutes.
  - 30-hour Lithium-Ion hot swappable rechargeable battery
- Lightweight (2.1 lb. including battery)
- Windows Mobile 6 software & Survey Standard software
- Alpha Numeric Keypad
- Optional Integrated wireless capabilities: 802.11g and Bluetooth
- Easy connection to other devices, networks and internet
- No accessories or coding required
- 520 MHz processor, 128 MB SDRAM, 512 MB non-volatile flash storage
- Expandability options
  - CompactFlash(CF) slots for more devices, such as GPS, RFID, bar code scanners, and more
  - USB port
- 12-month manufacturer warranty

EPOCH 35 GNSS

Network Rover Package

The EPOCH 35 GNSS system combines highly accurate Global Positioning System (GPS) and GLONASS (GNSS) technology to enable maximum satellite coverage and observations in areas where one satellite solution would not provide results.

$8,595*
5-second model

Also available Nivo C Series with TDS On-Board 5” model as low as $10,995.

$14,995
includes Survey Pro GNSS!

CALL FOR DISCOUNTED PRICING

25th ANNIVERSARY 1986 - 2011
CALIFORNIA SURVEYING & DRAFTING SUPPLY

800.243.1414 • sales@csdsinc.com • www.csdsinc.com
Sacramento
4733 Auburn Boulevard
Dublin
6701 Sierra Court, Suite E
Fresno
4753 W Jennifer Avenue

Supporting productivity through innovative technology since 1986™